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APPLICATION OF MULTICRITERIA DECISION-AID METHODOLOGY IN
BUILDING PRODUCTION ENGINEERING
T. Thiel
Po=nmi University

~r

Technology
number of factors, such as the intensity of traffic, we-

I. Introduction
In building production engineering. embracing building investments management and building maintenance, building company management, building processes
control, and building materials engineering [I]:
- decision problems occur where various alternatives

ather and climate, feasibility of using local building materials and so on.

2. A short characteristic of the MCDA methodology
and methods of multicriteria analysis
Within the area of the MCDA methodology, a

are assessed, taking into consideration a specific

number of basic notions can be identified, such as:

number of criteria:
- specific complications occur while those problems

• aiding decisions,

are solved:
- there is a need for accepting such calculation pro-

• participants of the decision process,
• types of problem statements of multicriteria decision-aiding,

cedures, which would allow incorporating the de-

• modelling preferences,

cision-maker's preferences to a maximum extent:

• aggregation of preferences.

- instances of inaccuracy, imprecision, and vagueness must be taken into account while analysing

All notions have been defined in [4].

the decision problems.

Aiding decisions helps designing, building, and

The decision-makers feel the need for applying pro-

strengthening a conviction, but is not a means for po-

cedures allowing an extensive comparison and reliable

inting at the optimum character of a decision, or a way

assessment of the accepted alternatives.
Satisfying those needs is much easier thanks to

of dictating which decision should be taken.

the methodology and methods of multicriteria decision-

ticipants of the decision-aiding process. and defines their

The MCDA methodology clearly identities the parroles and share in this process. Most often. it is the

aid (MCDA).
The article presents a situation whereby the deci-

decision-maker and the analyst who are participants in

sion-maker is confronted with a problem of multicrite-

this process. The decision-maker's role is crucial here:

ria assessment and final ranking of the compared alter-

he detines the targets. gives estimates on possibility

natives of solutions concerning the chosen structures

and results. expressel'> preferences and makes attempts

and designs of a road surfact: teasible under spt:cilk

to adjust the process of surtacing the decil'>ion tu best

Polish conditions.
Poland has recent!) begun the implementation of

l'>Uit those rrctcrcnccl'>. The analyst. by nature external

the MotoT\\·ay Construction Programme. For yearl'> we

ct:sl'>. handle!\ the decision-aiding proccl'>l'>. Jlis role i!oo.

have been hearing debates. whether the road surface of

among other things. to present a model and usc it in

Polish motorways should be asphalt (yielding. partially
rigid) or concrete (rigid) [2. 3]. In principle, it is im-

arriving at elements constituting the answer. to explain
the consequences of that or other behaviour or moves

possible to give one good answer as to which road

to the decision-maker and, perhaps. to recommend an

surface type is best. The choice of the construction

action or a series of actions, or even a specific metho-

type for a specific length of a motorway depends on a

dology to the decision-maker.

to the rrublem to be soh cd and to the decision pro-
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Another imponant issue in the decision-aiding is
situating the multicriteria decision problem in relation
to one of the four basic problems statements of aiding
decisions which facilitate the description of decisions as
targets to be aimed at. The following problem areas
have been named: aiding multicriteria choice. soning.
ordering. and description.
aiding process are: modelling preferences and fomlUlation of a global model of preferences (preterence aggregation).
Modelling preterences in decision-aiding extensively uses the possibility of occurrence of different decision related preterential situations. Therefore. the systems of relational preferences and relational structures
of preferences that are their counterpans (much richer
than those in the classic decision theory) and are more
varied. A system based on binary outranking relation is
the most typical example of a relational system of preferences, placing itself within the framework of the discussed methodology.
The MCDA methodology gave way to introducing
new models of aggregating, for example, a procedure
of aggregating preferences based on the binary outranking relation, a procedure of aggregating preferences
based on the local dialogue type assessment.
cussion, two basic groups of methods can be identified.
The division stems from the mode of aggregation: global aggregation is reflected by multicriteria analysis methods, whereas local aggregation is reflected by dialogue
methods. sometimes called interactive. The same groups
of methods can be identitied from the point of view of
the character of a set of alternatives.
decision problems when the set of

altenmtives is known and well detined

<~t

the \'ery be-

ginning of the decision pn11:es' nhe set of altenmtives
di~retel.

ditional

The

l."riteri;~

charal."teristi~o·

are

re in question facilitates the proper collaboration between the analyst and the decision-maker in the process
of multicriteria decision-aiding. and helps overcome difficulties which may come up at the stage of the problem description, as well as select the right method
and use it in solving the problem. The procedure has
been developed for the type of context in which the
process of aiding decisions is targeted at arriving at
the final order of all alternatives under comparison (accepting the rank - problem statement of multicriteria
aiding). The accepted rank - problem statement of multicriteria aiding is most often used in solving decision
problems containing a well defined initial set of alternatives (the amount of alternatives is known). The majority of methods using different items of information
on the preferences of a decision-maker have been initiated within this problems statements. Therefore, the
selection of the right method in decision-aiding is comto be accounted for, is the suggestions and possible
recommendations of the analyst, the decision-maker's
requirements, and the possibilities of describing his preferences. The procedure, which is proposed, consists
of the following stages:
- first stage (1): initial briefing,
- second stage (II): description of the decision-aiding problem.

Methods of multicriteria analysis are used in sol-

is

hod, classified as one of the multicriteria analysis methods, can be based on the procedure of multicriteria

plicated, the more so that, simultaneously, what needs

Within the framework of methodology under dis-

multicriteri<~

The selection of an appropriate calculation met-

decision-aiding process, proposed in [5]. The procedu-

Other imponant elements constituting the decision-

ving

3. The choice problem of an appropriate calculation
methods. classified as one of multicriteria analysis
methods

al~u dire~o·tl~

detined. Ad-

notioth. typil."al for

method~

of

multil."riteria analysis. are a' follows:

- third stage (Ill): selection of the method of multicriteri;~

decision-aiding to solve the analysed pro-

blem.
- li.lurth

st;~ge

(I\' 1: using the method applied in sol-

' ing the del."ision problem.
The must imponant stage is stagl.' Ill. ti.,cusing un
the selection of an appropriate calculation method. It is

- a potential altemati\'e.

this stage that is largely decisive about the right solu-

- a coherent family of criteria.

tion of the problem. about arriving at the solution in

- criteria discriminating thresholds.

the shonest possible time, and about the trust that the

- a concept (a model) of pseudo-criterion,

decision-maker places in the analyst, as well as about

- incomparability of alternatives.

the acceptance of the final result by the decision-

All notions have been defined in [4].
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- 0/31,5 mechanically stabilised crushed aggregate an-

-maker. The basis of selection of the most appropriate

ti-crack layer. 12 em thick.

method is constituted by the decision scheme, designed
with that purpose in mind, and by the rapport, based

- R111 = 5,0 MPa cement stabilised aggregate bed,

on that scheme, between the analyst and the decision-

18 em thick,

maker [5]. The analyst, at that stage, must help the

- technological layer (working platforn1), cement sta-

decision-maker find the right manner of modelling and

bilised soil, R111 = 2.5 MPa I0 em thick.

defining preferences. Furthermore, the selected method
Alternative lii - a rigid construction:

should meet certain expectations of the decision-maker
related, for example, to the form of the final results.

- 840 cement concrete slab, 24 em thick.

or to other factors which may come up during the rap-

- Jean concrete layer, 15 em thick.

port between the analyst and the decision-maker.

- R111 = 2,5 MPa cement stabilised aggregate bed,

4. An example of solving multicriteria decision problem

- technological layer (working platform). cement sta-

15 em thick,
bilised soil, R111 = 2,5 MPa I0 em thick.

The decision problem being solved refers to the
multicriteria assessment and final ranking of the selected alternatives of possible road surface structures and

Alternative IV - rigid construction. continuous reinforcement:

designs which can be practically implemented in the

- 840 concrete slab, continuously reinforced, (rein-

course of construction of a particular section of a mo-

forcement percentage: J.1 = 0,67%), 20 em thick,

torway under Polish conditions.

- lean concrete layer, 15 em thick,

- R111 = 5,0 MPa cement stabilised aggregate bed,

4.1. Description of the decision problem

15 em thick,
- technological layer (working platform), cement sta-

Types of road surface construction

bilised soil, R 111 = 2,5 MPa 10 em thick.

Four alternatives of the designed road surface structures have been used in the analysis. Alternative I and
II use asphalt concrete in the top layer (the flexible

Determination of a coherent family of criteria
The assumed alternatives have certain characteris-

and semi-rigid construction). and alternatives III and
IV - use a cement concrete construction (the rigid const-

tic attributes which, within the scope of the analysed

ruction).

problem, play directly the role of evaluation criteria.

The following is a description of layers in the ro-

The following criteria have been taken into consideration:

ad surface alternatives:

• the cost of building I

Alternative I - a flexible construction:
- Oi.:?O asphaltic concrete abrasive layer. 5 em thick.
- 01:!5 asphaltic concrete binding layer. 9 em thick.
- 0 31.5 asphaltic concrete base. I:! em thick.
- 0 .~ 1.5 meclmnically stabilised crushed aggregate
bed. 37 em thick (laid and condensed in tWtl l<tyer!-).
technulugic<tl l<tyer cwurl..ing platli.mn 1. cement stabilised suil. R, . . . ::!.5 MPa (() em thick.

m~

of a given type of road

surface in PLN, criterion I - crit. I,
• the cost of work involved in maintaining I m= of
motorway surface in good technic<tl condition over
:!0 years of service Cthe cost depend!- on the amount
and kind of maintenance work carried out in this
period of time) in PLN. criterion ::! - crit. :!.
• incum enience li.1r dri\ er!- and tratlic delay!- in the
phase uf actual usage of the moturway related tu
periodical maintenance work and repair tu the mu-

Alternative II - a semi-rigid construction with an

torway surface. criterion 3 - crit. 3.
• calculated durability of the road surface construc-

anti-cntck layer:
- 0/20 asphaltic concrete abrasive layer. 5 em thick.

- 0125 asphaltic concrete binding layer, 8 em thick,

tion expressed in years, criterion 4 - crit. 4.
• feasibility of using local material in the period of
building the motorway, criterion 5 - crit. 5.

- 0/31,5 asphaltic concrete base 5, 12 em thick,
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• road surface resistance to cracks and pennanent

There is an interesting aspect of the problem which

defonnations. criterion 6 - crit. 6,

has been analysed. namely - within the framework of

• the time of building of I m2 of a given type of motor-

the alternatives in question - accounting at the same

way surface [machine-hour]. criterion 7 - crit. 7.

time for the criteria related to the phase of actual buil-

• environmental impact when the motorway is under

ding of the motorway surface, and the criteria related

construction. criterion 8 - crit. 8.

to the phase of service of the surface.

• traffic noise [dB] (values assumed for a dry surfa-

Due to the character of the criteria themselves. it

ce). criterion 9 - crit. 9.

is possible to make an evaluation of the road surface

A description of the motorway surface types. inc-

alternatives basing on some quantitative or qualitative

luding all the assumed criteria, has been presented in

scales assumed for those criteria.

Table I.

Table 1. Data describing the types of compared road surfaces on the motorway
Criteria
Criterion 1
(construction costs)

Alternative I
130

PLNim~

Alternative II
IHJ

PLNim~

Alternative Ill
160

Alternative IV

PLNim~

160

PLNim~

Criterion 2 (cost of
maintenance work)

replacing the abrasive
layer every
5 years
(3x 10 = 30 PLNim~)

replacing the abrasive
layer every
5 years
(3x 10=30 PLN lm~)

filling in the cracks
every 5 years
(3x 13 = 39 PLNim~)
and surface retreating
every
8 years
(2x6 = 12 PLNim1)

filling in the
longitudinal cracks
every 5 years
(50%x3xl3 = 19.5
PLNim1) and surface
retreating every 8
years
(2x6 = 12 PLNim 1)

Criterion 3 (traffic
delays caused by
maintenance work)

temporary closure
of 1 lane (3 times in 20
years)

temporary closure
of 1 lane (3 times
in 20 years)

temporary closure of 1
lane (3 times in 20
years) and temporary
closure of IIane (2
times in 20 years)

temporary closure of
1 lane (3 times in 20
years) and temporary
closure of I lane (2
times in 20 years)

Criterion 4
(calculated durability
of road surface)

20 years

20 years

30 years

30 years

Criterion 5 (feasibility
of using local
building materials)

0 em 163 cm=O
(0%)

18 em I 55 cm=0,33
(33lff)

15 em I 54 cm=0,28
(28%)

15 em I 50 cm=0,30
(30lic >

Criterion 6 (surface
resistance to cracking
and permanent
deformation)

average resistance
to pennancnt
deformation,
considerable resistance
to cracking

average rcsist;ancc to
considerable resistance considerable
permanent deformation. to permanent
resistance to
considerable resistance deformation, average
permanent
to cracking
resistance to cracking deformation.
considcmblc
resistance ltl cmcking

Criterion 7 (the tim~·
uf lluilding IIIII m ·of
the rmu.l .. urfacc I

I:!. 7 m••chinc-huur

ll.l machine-hour

Critcriun S
1em imnmcntal
impact during the
<ICIU<JIIluilding of the
motorw••Y surface)

uc"·urrcncc uf J h<Jnnful
f<ICIUT-.: du,t. <lrtlmaiK.'
compound' filtering
thmugh tu the air at
high temperatures, soil
and ground water
pollution

o"·currcnn· ul J h;•rmlul uccu rrc nee ul I
1<1'-'tor-.: du,t. ••mm;Jti"·
harmful f••'-·tur: du'l
'-'umpuund' liltcring
thrnugh tu the air at
high temperatures. soil
and ground water
pollution

Criterion 9 (traffic
noise; mean values
for dry surface)

77 dB(A)

77 dB(A)
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17.11 machine-hour

82 dB(A)

l:'iA

machin~·-hour

uccu rrc nc"· ul I
harmlul I<Jctur: du .. t

82 dB(A)

Table 2. Evaluation table - an overview of alternatives of the motorway surface structur
Criteria

crit. I
[PLN/m 1)

crit . .2
[PLN/m 1)

crit. 3
(points)

crit. 4
[years)

crit. 5
[-)

Alternative I

130

30

3

.20

I

3

Alternative II

IHI

30

3

.20

0,67

Alternative Ill

160

51

8

30

Alternative IV

160

31,5

5

30

Type of road surface

The qualitative scales (discrete values) should be

crit. 6 crit. 7
[points) [m-h)

crit. 8
[points)

crit. 9
(dB)

12,7

4

77

5

9,1

4

77

o.7.2

3

17,0

.2

8.2

0,70

1

15,4

2

82

WithOUt denomination), Where U 111111 signifies a

C,f

sha-

properly designed. on the assumption that the separa-

re of local building material used in the motorway

ted states may be equivalent to certain integers.

construction.

The grades in the assumed scales (both quantita-

A basis for evaluation of the remammg criteria

tive and qualitative) constitute a total order reflecting

shall be the properly defined qualitative scales, which

the character of preferences (where the preferences grow

are described in [7].

with the increase in value), we call the scale an increasing scale - a .,profit" type criterion. And where, on

Designing an evaluation table

the other hand, preferences diminish alongside with the

Basing on the assumed solutions regarding the

increase of value, we call the scale decreasing one - a

structure of the motorway surface (selected alternati-

,cost" type criterion. It has been assumed that the cri-

ves). and the criteria (all criteria have been taken into

teria are monotonous, non-decreasing functions. A func-

account). an evaluation table has been compiled (Table

tion, as defined for the qualitative scales, is a more

2) which includes the values available for the criteria

arbitrary concept.

in the compared alternatives. The values for the quali-

Regarding the criteria: the cost of building I m2

tative criteria have been arrived at on the basis of Table

of road surface expressed in PLN - crit. 1, the cost of

1, and on the data in [7]. The following criteria: crit.

work involved in maintaining 1 m1 of motorway surfa-

1, crit. 2, crit. 3, crit. 5, crit. 6, crit. 7, crit. 8 and crit.

ce in good technical condition expressed in PLN - crit.

9 are the ,cost" type criteria, whereas criterion 4 (crit.

2, the calculated durability of the road surface const-

4) is a ,profit" type criterion. The evaluation table rep-

ruction expressed in years - crit. 4, feasibility of using

resents the conclusion of the problem and is a starting

local material in the motorway building period - a qu-

point for further analysis related to the full spectrum

antity without denomination - crit. 5. the time of buil-

evaluation of the compared alternatives of the motor-

ding I m1 of the road surface. expressed by the machi-

way surface structure. accounting for the criteria which

ne/hour rate (calculated on the basis of the Catalogue

have been originally assumed.

of Work Loads KNR 2-31 1611 - crit. 7. traffic noise
IdB 1 1value:. for •• dry surface h<tve been taken directly

from 1311 - crit. 9. the evaluation of <tltenmti\'es i:o.
m<tde on the

b;~:-.i:o.

of lJUmllituti\'e scules tthe :.cute of

mone). of time mul of \'Oiume - u '-·oeflkient of the
~rcentugc

-.hure of locul building muteriuJ, '' ith regurd to the total amount of building material, in the

4.2. Selection of the most appropriate multicriteria
decision-aid method
J11stijit-utimr tif tiiC'

ft!a.dbili~r

tif ll.liinJ: tlrt! .\ICDA

nrt>tlwdti/IIJ:J' in .lilllt•inJ: ''"' ana(J'.Iit!d pr11hlt>nr
It was only possible to describe the problem. the

total venicul cross-section of the layer:. of road surfuce. the noise Ievell. This is why the values huve been

way it was done in paragmph 4.1. due to a close co-

taken directly from Table 1 and transferred to the eva-

operation between the analyst and a decision-maker.

luation table (Table 21. with the only exception being

They both are crucial players in the decision-aid pro-

criterion 5. whose values quoted in Table 2 were

cess. Pointing at their individual roles is part of the

calculated by the formula of: I - U mm (a quantity

MCDA methodology. What should be stressed is that
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a decision-maker was a technology specialist represen-

is part of the procedure), the ELECTRE lll method

ting a prospective investor. There is a set of potential

was chosen. This method:
• accounts for the lack of precision and accuracy of

alternatives within the problem [4]. Each alternative is

the values describing the criteria:

described by means of values associated with individual criteria. The assumed family of criteria is coherent

• gives a decision-maker a degree of freedom in sub-

[4]. From the mathematical standpoint, the problem is

mining information on preferences regarding indi-

poorly defined. Only on the basis of: additional infor-

vidual criteria in the form of indifference and pref-

mation about the preferences of the decision-maker, as-

erence thresholds, using the pseudo-criterion model

suming a manner of modelling the said preferences,

and the veto threshold, as well as information re-

and application of a calculation procedure which enab-

garding relative significance of individual criteria:

les one to carry out a thorough comparison and a final

• allows the presentation of the final result in the

evaluation of all the alternatives, it is possible to solve

form of an outranking final graph, defining the out-

the problem. It has been assumed that a target of the

ranking levels and placing the compared versions

comparative analysis in question shall be arriving at

on specific levels.

the final ordering of the alternatives, from the most to
the least favourite. The data used to define the values

Description of the selected MCDA method

of the criteria for the alternatives are not absolutely

The ELECTRE lll method is based on the binary

accurate, and this fact is significant in modelling the

outranking relation [8]. In this method, the basic set of

decision-maker's preferences. The values of a number

data consists of the following: a finite set of alterna-

of criteria are not exactly precise, and this is a result

tives, a family of criteria, and information submitted

of lack of precision and arbitrariness of the assumed

by the decision-maker. This information constitutes in-

qualitative scales that describe the criteria. That is why,

difference thresholds, preference thresholds, and veto

during the comparison of any two alternatives, the de-

thresholds for individual criteria (the thresholds may

cision-maker may want to refrain from expressing an

be constant or take the form of a linear function [8]),

opinion regarding preferences solely on the basis of

as well as the relative significance of the defined cri-

the fact that, regarding certain alternatives, the values

teria. The veto threshold facilitates accounting for the

for a criterion may be different (preference) or equal

situation of the so-called strong opposition regarding a

(equality). The decision-maker may, on the other hand,

given criterion. The result of going above the threshold

want to stress that the compared alternatives are not

is that, while the first of the compared alternatives is

equal, and neither of the alternatives is preferred

better than the other from the point of view of many

(a situation of weak preference). In such circumstan-

criteria, it is impossible to assume a hypothesis that

ces, a concept of a pseudo-criterion may be used [4].

the first option outranks the second. The outranking

It facilitates modelling the following situations: equali-

relation in the ELECTRE lll method is built on the

ty. weak preference. and ordinary preference by means

basis of the so-called concordance and discordance tests.

of introducing indifference and preference thresholds.

The values of outranking relations. arrived at as a result

All the issues discussed abO\e are characteristic

of a comrutation rrucedure. infornt the user about the

of the methodology of multicriteria decision-aid. The

degree of credibility of occurrence of those relmions

tact thm those issues \\ere present in the problem in

li.1r all rairs of compared alternati\es. The final result.

questiun. influenced the decision tu assume the methu-

in this method. is an outranking gmrh which stems

dulug~

;md tu select an arrmrrime calculatiun and com-

putation methods which also constitute a pan of multicriteria analysis.

frum a cross bCt\\een t\\U

rrclintina~

total orders built

hy means of the so-called distillation procedure

lXI.

Basing on the interrretation of the final result. the
decision-maker may accept the form of the outranking

Selecting an appropriate calculation method

graph, or modify the initial information about prefer-

Using the procedure proposed in [5], and basing

ences.

on the dialogue with the decision-maker (which in itself
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The computation has been made, basing on the

4.3. Using ELECTRE Ill in solving the problem

input data (Table 2), and on the information about pre-

Input data assumed for the calculation constitutes

ferences of the decision-maker (Table 3 ). using the

the basic values displayed in Table 2 (the evaluation

.• ELECTRE

table). All compared alternatives and criteria have been

m··

software.

accounted for during the computation. The information
4.4. The analysis of the final ranking

about the decision-maker's preferences - the provided
threshold values (threshold functions) and the values of

An outranking final graph was a basis for compa-

relative significance of criteria have been compared in

rison of the debated alternatives of chosen types of
construction of the motorway surface. The graph pre-

Table 3.
The decision-maker's experience was a basis for

sented in Fig I constitutes a final ordering tool in the

evaluating the alternatives at hand, and it was imple-

ELECTRE Ill method. The first (top) outranking level

mented by providing the information about the deci-

in the graph is taken by the semi-rigid tape of road

sion-maker's preferences, obligatory in the chosen com-

surface, with roadway surfaces made from asphaltic

putation method.

concrete (Alternative II). This alternative outranks all

It has been assumed that the threshold values shall

other alternatives. The second outranking level in the

be constant for all criteria. Regarding the criteria desc-

graph is occupied by the rigid construction, with con-

ribed by qualitative scales, it has been assumed that

tinuous reinforcement (Alternative IV), outranked by the

the indifference threshold shall be zero (the decision

first level solution, and outranks the remaining two al-

stems from the arbitrariness of the assumed grades on

ternatives. The last (bottom) second outranking level in

the scale). The values of relative significance of the

the graph is occupied by the cement concrete construc-

criteria indicate that what is most important for the de-

tion (Alternative Ill), outranked by the remaining alter-

2

cision-maker: the cost of building I m of motorway

natives. The semi-rigid alternative was so highly rated

surface, the calculated durability of the motorway sur-

because it is inexpensive to build, and economical to

face, and surface resistance to cracking and permanent

maintain in good technical condition, while the percen-

deformations.

tage of usage local building material at the time of
actual construction of the motorway is high, and the

Table 3. Infonnation about decision-maker's preferences required by the ELECTRE III method

Criterion

Information about decision-maker's preferences indifference
threshold

the cost of building I

m~ of

the road surface

(PLN/m~)

preference
threshold

veto
relative significance
threshold
of a criterion

5

15

60

10

5

HI

30

6

II

I

-

...

5

Ill

111

I'

11.115

11.15

11.611

·'

II

I

7

7

the time of huilding I m= of the road surface [m-h)

I

1

HI

3

environmental impact in the phase of building the motorway
surfacc [points)

()

I

-

4

traffic noise (dB)

I

3

9

5

the cost of maintenance within 20 ycars of usage of the road
surface [PLN/m~[
a~!\Cssment

periodical
[puinls)

of traffic dcl<~y~ during the time of usage due to
wurk done to the motoJ"\\"iiY surf<~ce

rep<~ir

the calcul:lled durahility of the
(years)

m<~d

surface cunslruction

the fea~ihilit~ uf u~ing local m;lleriab. in the pha"-' of
motoJ"\\ ay con•.truction 1no denomination I
~urface resi~t;mce

lu l'ntcking ;md permanent

J~o.·li.lrm;ation

(pt1ints)
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.

traffic delays at the stage of service of the motorway

preferences, and in estimating the influence of the roo-

related to maintenance are the shortest, and it is the

difications on the final result.

quickest to build. On the other hand, the low score

Within the framework of the analysed problem, the

given to the cement slab surface resulted mainly from

analyst suggested a sensitivity analysis of the final out-

the high cost of building such a motorway surface, high

ranking graph that had been arrived at. The decision-

maintenance costs, long traffic delays while the motor-

maker has quoted some changes in values, which he

way is in use, it would take the longest to build. and

accepted. with relation to the chosen parameters reflec-

the traffic on such a motorway would be extremely

ting his preferences (minimum and maximum values for

noisy.

a specific parameter). In the course of the sensitivity
analysis. the decision-maker was not interested in taFINAL GRAPH

king into consideration simultaneously the influence of

Semi-rigid construction (Alt. Dl

changes in values of relative significance for a single
criterion, or for a number of criteria and the changes
in threshold values, ie the indifference thresholds (q),

Rigid constr. contin. reinfor. (Alt. IVl

preference thresholds (p), and veto preference thresholds
(v) for a single criterion or for a number of criteria.
What follows is the result of the sensitivity analysis

Flexible construction (Alt. I)

performed depending on the range of changes of the
selected parameters reflecting the decision-maker's preferences (the arrangement of the initially assumed pre-

Rigid construction (Alt. ID)

liminary values for all parameters is illustrated in Table 3 ). Only selected examples of those changes have

Fig 1. The final ordering of the compared solutions of
motorway surface in ELECTRE III method - an outranking graph

been presented for individual ranges of change, and
the final ranking form.
I. The influence of the change in value of the

Basing on the evaluation table, the credibility mat-

relative significance introduced only for individual cri-

rix, the outranking graph, and information about the

teria in the initially assumed arrangement of values

decision-maker's preferences, the best solution has be-

which had been accepted by the decision-maker - see

en selected, namely the semi-rigid asphaltic concrete

Table 3 (values of threshold functions: the q, p, and v

construction, as well as the second best, namely the

thresholds remain unchanged - compare Table 3):

reinforced concrete road surface alternative, and the sa-

- changes of values of relative significance for the

tisfactory alternative, namely asphaltic concrete flexible

criterion of feasibility of utilising local materials

road surface alternative and. finally. the worst alterna-

(crit. 5). reducing the significance from 3 to 2 or.
regarding crit. 6. the increase in significance from

tive has been named. ie the cement concrete surface.

7 to !< inlluenced the forn1 of the final graph of

4.5.

Sensili,·U~· anal~·sis

of the final result

outranking. The same forn1 of linal ordering arri\ed at in that way in all cases has been presented

Scnsiti\ity analysis is understood to be the influence of the change of \alucs ljUOtcd with regard

in Fig 2.

ttl

.,

rar.tmctcrs which include the inlilrnlation about the de-

The influence of changes in \alues of rclati\e
intruduc~-d

cision-maker's rrclcrcnces on the li.1rn1 of the tina! re-

significance

simultaneously li1r a larger num-

sult (\arious methods usc ditlcrent parameters reflec-

ber of criteria in the initially assumed and accepted

ting the decision-maker's rreferences). It is quite use-

arrangement of values of the relative significance of

ful in interpreting the results. which have been arrived

criteria - see Table 3 (values of threshold functions:

at, in the course of modifying the values of the ap-

the q. p. and v thresholds remain unchanged - compa-

propriate parameters reflecting the decision-maker's

re Table 3):
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- changes in values of relative significance introdu-

- changes in threshold (for q. p. and v thresholds)

ced for a number of criteria simultaneously, for

introduced for a number of criteria simultaneously.

example, for criterion I decreasing the significan-

for example. for criterion I increasing the value

ce from 10 to 9. for criterion 2 increasing the

for threshold q from 5 to 8. for threshold p from

significance from 6 to 7, and for criterion 3 inc-

15 to 18, and for threshold v from 60 to 80, for

reasing the significance from 4 to 5. Those chan-

criterion 2, reducing the value for threshold q from

ges have not influenced the form of the final graph

5 to 3. for threshold p from I 0 to 6, and for

of outranking. The form of the final ranking. ar-

threshold v from 20 to 18, whereas there was only

rived at in this case, has been presented in Fig 2.

one change for criterion 5, namely increasing the
value of threshold p from 0.15 to 0.20, for criterion 6 increasing the value of threshold q from 0

FINAL GRAPH

to I, for threshold p from I to 2 (with threshold

Alternative IV

Alternative I

v remaining unchanged), for criterion 7, increasing
the value of threshold q from I to 15, for thresh-

y
Alternative II

old p from 2 to 2.5. and reducing the value of

i

_____________.:

I

threshold v from I 0 to 9. for criterion 9, reducing

~

the value of threshold q from I to 0, for threshold

Alternative Ill

p, reducing the value from 3 to 2, and for threshold v, from 9 to 8, resulted in the form of the
final graph of outranking, as presented in Fig 3.

Fig l. The form of the outranking graph, part of
ELECTRE Ill method, derived from sensitivity analysis
within ranges I and 2 of changes in values of chosen
parameters regarding information on the decision-maker's
preferences

FINAL GRAPH
Alternative II
Alternative IV

•

3. The influence of changes in threshold functions

Alternative I

(for q, p, and v thresholds), introduced for a single

•

criterion only, in the arrangement of values of threshold functions, defined separately for each criterion.

Alternative III

initially assumed and accepted by the decision-maker,
see Table 3 (the values of the relative significance for
Fig 3. The form of the outranking graph. part of
ELECTRE Ill method. derived from a sensitivity analysis within ranges 3 and 4 of changes in values of chosen paro~mctcrs regarding information on the decisionmaker's preferences

all criteria remain unchanged - compare Table 3):
- changes in values of threshold functions - for criterion I increasing the value for threshold q from
5 to It for threshold p from 15 to I It for threshold ' from 60 to KO. have resulted in the form of
the timtl graph of outr.mking. us presented in Fig 3.
4. The influence of ch;mges in threshold
Cfor q. p. and '

threshold~).

function~

After pertl1rming sensiti,·ity analysis the decisionmaker

relate~

tu ohtuined

re~ults.

introduced ti1r a numhcr

Regarding the case of introducing the change of

in the urr.mgemcnt of \alucs

\Uiue of the reluti\C significance only tor indi\"idual

of threshold functions. defined sepur.nely for each cri-

criteria and in case of change in \'alues of the relative

terion. initially assumed and accepted by the decision-

significance of criteria introduced simultaneously for a

maker. see Table 3 (the values of the relative signifi-

larger number of criteria. in the initially assumed and

cance for all criteria remain unchanged - compare

accepted arrangement of values of relative significance

Table 3):

of the criteria (see Table 3) which influenced the form

of criteria

simultuncou~ly.
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of the final graph of outranking (see Fig 2). the deci-

to make sure that his conviction is strong as to the

sion-maker, basing on the analysis of the evaluation

values provided by him for particular parameters which

table and the table containing information on his pref-

include inforn1ation about his preferences (see Table 3)

erences. did not accept this particular form of the final

and. consequently, that the final result forn1 is credible.

result. As to cases of introducing changes in values of

Within the framework of the method accepted, the

threshold functions, both for a single criterion and for

decision-maker has made a judgement that the interpre-

a number of criteria at the same time (in the arrange-

tation of the final result, the coherence of the result

ment of values of threshold functions defined separately

with his preferences, the easy availability of identifying

for each criterion. initially assumed and accepted by

information which may influence the final result, and

the decision-maker- see Table 3) (compare the ranges

the way of modifying this information fully reflected

3 and 4 of changes in the sensitivity analysis) which

his expectations. The decision-maker was not interested

influenced the final form of the graph of outranking

in defining the "distances" between alternatives within

(the graph which has been arrived at is presented in

the final ranking.

Fig 3), the decision-maker, having taken into consider-

This was the end of the procedure of incorporat-

ation the values from the evaluation table and the table

ing ELECTRE III and using this method for solving of

containing information about his preferences. has finally

the analysed decision problem, and the whole the de-

accepted the form of the final result. He agreed with

cision-aiding process.

the fact that, in both cases, the alternatives of solutions
of the design and structure of semi-rigid road surface
with an anti-crack layer, and a rigid surface with con-

S. Final conclusions

tinuous reinforcement may be considered as the best

1. Decision-makers tend to fully accept incorpo-

and equal. Nonetheless, the choice of either of those

rating multicriteria analysis methodology into the pro-

will always be a compromise. If alternative II of the

cess of solving decision problems, notwithstanding the

road surface were accepted, economic criteria would

fact that such methods are not fully formalised from

support the choice (crit. I and crit. 3), ie the criteria

the mathematical point of view. Nevertheless, they make

of time and of noise pollution. On the other hand, if

room for a variety of information regarding the deci-

alternative IV of the road surface were accepted, such

sion-makers' preferences.

a choice would be supported by the practical usage

2. Thanks to the ELECTRE Ill method of

criteria (related to the usage of the motorway), ie the

multicriteria decision-aid it was possible to make a full

criterion of calculated durability and road surface re-

spectrum assessment of the assumed alternatives of

sistance to cracking and permanent deformation, and

motorway surface layers, simultaneously taking into

the natural environment related criterion, valid during

consideration certain technological. economical. and

the construction stage of the selected section of the

practical usage aspects of the problem. and to point at

motorway.

the alternatives which may be regarded as the best.

Basing on the sensitivity analysis. it is possible to

3. The practical usage result is in keeping with

tornlUiate a following conclusion: the decision-maker is

the preferences of the decision-maker. The torn1 of the

able to accept also a ditlerent forn1 of the final rank-

final result - an outranking graph - and intern1ediate

ing. It

i~. nonetheles~.

the introduced

change~

possible when the influence of
on the final result can be

tified. and when the form of

thi~

result

change~

ju~

analysi~ ha~

cmnprehensiblc and clear tor the decision-

maker.
4. The ~olution uf the analysed problem i~ a ba~i~

only

slightly. compared tu the final r.mking accepted by the
decision-maker before the sensiti\ity

result~ i~

for the

~tatcment

that the

method~

of multicriteria de-

been

cision-aid should be widely applied in the phase of

The sensitivity analysis of the final result has

building production industry. as well in the phase of

pertorn1ed (see Figs I and 3)

investment planning and construction projects in the

shown that it is very important for the decision-maker

initial design (feasibility study).
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